Methodological implications of Nahtigal’s remarks on the Acrostich Prayer
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This paper argues for renewed consideration of Nahtigal’s analysis of the Acrostich Prayer in the light of evidence which has become available since his time and suggests that some of his interpretations are preferable on methodological grounds to recent conjectural interpretations of the text.
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Over the seventy-five years since Nahtigal published his critical edition of the Acrostich Prayer (Nahtigal 1942-3), new sources for the early history of Glagolitic have come to light and new reconstructions of the text and the alphabet have been put forward. A concise and lucid review of these studies is available (Marti 2004b), which this paper does not attempt to duplicate. Instead it takes as its starting point their surprising dearth of reference to Nahtigal’s edition and his related articles (Nahtigal 1923 and 1948), a neglect which may be explained, but not justified, by the additional textual evidence which has emerged since his time. True, Nahtigal’s critical reconstruction of the Acrostich Prayer was based on a handful of MSS, but they did in fact cover the main textual variants. It will be argued that some of the conclusions which Nahtigal reached and the arguments which he used to support them still deserve consideration and on the whole are consistent with the more recent evidence provided by the acrostichs of the Christmas and Epiphany hymn-cycles (Ivanova-Konstantinova 1971, Jovanović-Stipčević 1981, Popov 2013; tabulated in Popov 2003:34–35 and Veder 2004:379–380) and the Sinai abecedarium in the Psalterium Demetrii (Marti 1999, Miklas 2012).

Nahtigal’s most notable emendation was to line 12 of the Acrostich Prayer. The acrostich requires at this point a word whose initial letter in Glagolitic would be С, but the versions extant in Cyrillic attest words starting with the letter Л: летить бо нѣнѣ и словѣнско племѧ in the earliest manuscript, Sin 262; (ї и) лѣⷮ ти бо нн҃ѣ словѣнꙿско племѧ in the more widespread wording of the manuscripts which

---

1 For instance, he mentioned the prefatory address to Naum included in a branch of the manuscript tradition (Nahtigal 1942–3:50) and raised the possibility that the variant reading непрѣбрьдомыѧ in the doxology might be a loan from the poem in praise of Simeon (Nahtigal 1942–3:51), rather than a hapax legomenon (Veder 1999:181).
constitute the ‘β’ branch of the textual tradition (Veder 1999:16–17). Nahtigal suggested that \( \mathcal{X} \) originally stood, as expected, at the beginning of this line, but in its numerical value of 30, outside the metrical count of syllables: \( \mathcal{X} \) вари ње наве и словенско племѧ. He did not specify how the corruption might have occurred, but two possibilities can be envisaged: either, on the assumption that a letter of the Glagolitic alphabet stood in front of each line (Veder 1999:62, 66), the numeral was taken to be a dittography of the alphabetic letter \( \mathcal{X} \) – and so omitted; or in the course of transmission it was replaced with its Cyrillic numerical equivalent, the letter \( \mathcal{L} \), and taken to be a dittography before the word вари – and so omitted. Either way, the genitive plural form вари became unintelligible without the numeral and so was liable in its turn to corruption. On the supposition that it was reinterpreted as the modal expression вари with a stereotypical dative \( \mathcal{T} \) added superscript, the reading вари is explicable as a trivial misreading (Veder 1999:67), even if the failure to discriminate between \( \varepsilon \) and \( \vartheta \) is perhaps surprising at the early date by which these changes must have occurred.

Nahtigal’s conjecture, which produces a correct syllable count and a caesura after an odd-numbered syllable in line 12 of the Acrostich Prayer, is paralleled by well known errors and confusions in the Cyrillic transliteration of Glagolitic letters and numerals, for instance in the transmission of the *Vita Methodii* and the treatise of Hrabrŭ. It is patently superior to recent proposals. Lunt’s modified version assumes that the numeral indicated by \( \mathcal{X} \) was included in the syllable count of the line, and therefore arbitrarily excises the words \( \varepsilon \) и наве и, in spite of their solid textual support, in order to preserve the metre (Lunt 2000:280). Tkadlčík, who rejects Nahtigal’s suggestion as ‘nemožný’, attempts a semantic defence of вари, presumably because it is attested in the earliest manuscript (Tkadlčík 1992:366–367); this leaves the majority reading of the ‘β’ tradition unexplained. Mathiesen invokes the similarity of the letters for /d/ and /l/ in both Glagolitic and Cyrillic to justify a conjectural reading вари (Mathiesen 2014:198). Neither of these accounts explains the absence of expected \( \mathcal{X} \). Veder acknowledges the need to include \( \mathcal{X} \) in the acrostich at this point, but suggests that it was represented by a native Slavonic word, вари or ђѣть (Veder 1999:67), even though our sources offer no examples of the sequence /dѣ/ spelt with \( \mathcal{X} \) in words such as дѣло, дѣти, and historical phonology provides no reason to expect such spellings.

The acrostich hymn-cycles for Christmas and Epiphany, which were discovered after Nahtigal’s time, are clearly based on the same version of Glagolitic as the Acrostich Prayer. As in the Jaroslavl’ hymn to the Trinity (Sobolevskij 1910:13–15), which was known to Nahtigal, line 12 of the Christmas cycle starts

---

2 Thus providing a plausible approximate dating for the text (Nahtigal 1942–3:61-62).
with the word геѡны, thus supporting the view, which he took as established, that ⰻ indicated the outcome of palatalized /g/ before front vowels in loanwords from or through Greek (Nahtigal 1923:136–139, 1942–3:60). The attestations of галилеа or even глаголи in versions of the Epiphany cycle are difficult to reconcile with this interpretation, but the first at least indicates an association with loanwords, while the second may be an instance of the observable textual fluidity of these compositions.

Nahtigal’s treatment of other difficulties in the Acrostich Prayer similarly relied on early evidence and attention to philological probability, for instance in his interpretation of иже and the conjunction и in lines 10–11 of the Acrostich Prayer. He seems to have based his view that ⰻ/ⰹ originally stood for post-vocalic and initial /ɪ/ or /ɪj/ and ⰻ for post-consonantal /i/ primarily on the usage of Zographensis. However, he also went to the trouble of examining the more complex distribution of these letters in the Kiev Folia, where ⰻ is also post-consonantal while ⰻ is sometimes initial, e.g. in the prefix ἵ in and the nomen sacrum ἰ, and regularly post-vocalic in ἱ = /y/ (Nahtigal 1923:162–164), by contrast to ἵ = /yj/.

In this he anticipated the convergent findings of more recent analyses (Tkadlčík 1956, Vrana 1964, Gotteri 1973, Miklas 2003:201), which detect in the Kiev Folia traces of a systematic contrast between /ɪ/ or /ɪj/, represented by ⰻ/ⰹ, and /i/ or /ij/, indicated by ⰻ. If Nahtigal had had at his disposal the combined evidence of the hymn-cycles and the hymn to the Trinity, which all start line 10 with ἵ (implying a spelling with initial ⰻ/ⰹ, unlike the Kiev Folia) but in line 11 deploy loanwords, ἱροδ/іс҃/иꙁекиии, he might have been less sceptical about an association between the letter ⰻ and foreign words (Nahtigal 1923:160). If he had had the benefit of recent work on the development of Church Slavonic orthographical practice (e.g. Živov 2006), he might have been moved to consider the possibility that the positional rules followed in Zographensis could be a scribal simplification of a more complex, phonologically motivated pattern still discernible in the Kiev Folia, but increasingly obscured by sound change.

In his initial discussion of the two Glagolitic letters for /x/ Nahtigal put forward the view, which has come to enjoy widespread assent, that ⰻ indicated this sound as realised before front vowels, in loanwords such as херовьскоу in line 24, while ⰻ was originally used in native Slavonic phonological contexts, such as хвалоу in line 33 and the instances of хлъмъ in Assemanianus and the Psalterium Sinaiticum (Nahtigal 1923:173–174; Koch 2004:442). He suggested a parallelism with the

---

3 Also in the Rila Folia (Velčeva 1977:460).
4 Comparable to the rule in early Russian Church Slavonic by which ⱹ is used in initial and post-vocalic position, ⱸ after consonants. This scribal extrapolation from traditional spelling approximates fairly well to etymological distribution.
two letters for /g/; but he did not go to the length of speculating that the same type of contrast might originally have been marked for /k/ as well and that the letter WindowSize might have stood for this sound before front vowels, as has recently been argued, admittedly without direct evidence (Miklas 2003:180–181, 2004:396).

Although the the hymn to the Trinity and the hymn-cycles agree with the Acrostich Prayer in their choices of initial word, offering χερούβικαλγάριον/χερούβικαλγάριον and χαλαζί at appropriate points (Jovanović-Stipčević 1981:116–117; Popov 1982:9-10), the account of WindowSize and WindowSize which Nahtigal followed is not entirely satisfactory, because the relationship between WindowSize and WindowSize is not the same as that between WindowSize and WindowSize, for two reasons: i. the Greek consonant /g/ had split into two phonemes, /ɤ/ and /ʝ/ (Horrocks 1997:112-113), whereas /x/ had not; ii. presumably as a consequence of this fact, WindowSize is used as the default for Greek /ɤ/ and Slavonic /g/, WindowSize only for the distinctive Greek /ʝ/, whereas WindowSize appears as the default for Greek and Slavonic /x/ in almost all positions and WindowSize is only met vestigially in two types of initial cluster. Nahtigal seems to have considered this point and dismissed it on the ground that Greek allowed initial /xl/ (Nahtigal 1948:12–13), but he might have given it more weight if he had had the additional evidence of the hymn-cycles for WindowSize in the initial cluster /xv/, which is alien to Greek. In his publications of the 1940s Nahtigal was more concerned with the inconsistency between the Paris and Munich abecedaria over the order in which WindowSize and WindowSize stood in Glagolitic (Nahtigal 1942–3:69); he would presumably have welcomed supplementary evidence on this point from the Sinai abecedarium, in which the position of WindowSize is consistent with its attested numerical value of 600, while WindowSize is located towards the end of the alphabet.

Nahtigal did not try to find ways of correlating the enigmatic ‘P2’, represented by WindowText in line 26 of the Acrostich Prayer, with the letter WindowText. He dismissed as ‘povsem zastarela’ (Nahtigal 1942–3:65) Durnovo’s hypothesis that WindowText occupied this position because of its visual similarity to Greek υ; presumably he would have rejected recent argumentation of a similar kind (Veder 1999:75, 174 and 2004:382, Miklas 2003:176–177). He was aware that the association of WindowText with this position in the alphabet was not guaranteed by its numerical value, because WindowSize, as well as WindowText, could have the value of 800 in later Croatian Glagolitic (Koch 2004) and because the letter WindowSize was attested with this value in the Grigorović Parimejnik (Nahtigal 1948:10). His appeal to the evidence of WindowText in the hymn to the Trinity has gained new support from the use of the same word in the hymn-cycles and above all from the Sinai abecedarium, which clearly includes WindowSize at this point (Marti 1999:187, 192, Miklas 2012).

It must be conceded that Nahtigal’s speculation about the function of ‘P2’ is not his happiest conjecture. He suggested that Glagolitic originally had two letters, WindowSize φ, corresponding to Greek θ and φ, which came to be indistinguishable in Slavonic
pronunciation and therefore were reduced to one (Nahtigal 1923:135–154, 1948:10).
This surmise is not entirely cogent, even if attractive, because the attested distribution of the two letters appears to be random rather than motivated; but it is typical of Nahtigal’s approach that he appealed to the evidence of early Glagolitic manuscripts such as the Kiev and Prague Folia and Assemanianus as well as to the Bosnian Glagolitic alphabet of Radosav, and that he posited a motivation in the Greek sound system and alphabet which must have served as S. Cyril’s starting point. An alternative suggestion, which goes back to Rešetar (Nahtigal 1923:140) and has been recently revived (Velčeva 1973 and 2007), that ‘P2’ stands for Greek ψ in the liturgically important word πσαλμь, which could be glossed with the Slavonic word пѣснь (MacRobert 2010:429), finds some slight support in the acrostichs of the hymn-cycles, especially that for Epiphany, паⷭми и пѣⷭми. Neither account is compelling; but either is preferable to the emendation put forward by Mathiesen, who assumes a translational equivalence between θλίѱις and печаль (Mathiesen 2014:199–200). This is not supported by any textual evidence and is intrinsically dubious, because no less often the Greek word is translated as скорбь (MacRobert 1993:273-274).

In fact on the basis of the earliest abecedaria and the variable practice of manuscripts Nahtigal, like other Slavists of his time, doubted that ς was original to Glagolitic (Nahtigal 1923:135, 1942–3:64–65; Jagić 1911/1972:205, Kul′bakin 2008:70–71, Vajs 1932:95). Consequently he was not tempted to explain ρεκττοευ⊂ερειε in line 30 of the Acrostich Prayer as a makeshift to indicate ς – an unnecessary makeshift, since a writer as competent as the author of the Prayer could have incorporated an appropriate word such as ρεκροας οτ ρεκραζ into his text, had he wished. Nahtigal would surely not have countenanced the solution that the ghost-word ρεκττοευ⊂ερειε should be adopted from late MSS and projected back to the period when the Acrostich Prayer was composed (Koch 2004:441, in response to Veder 1999:74–75). The association of ς with this line can be adequately explained by the shift to Cyrillic transmission: the most striking divergences in the textual tradition of the Acrostich Prayer occur precisely at those points, lines 10–12 and 30–33, where the Glagolitic and Cyrillic alphabets diverge. In their attempts to impose on the text the Cyrillic alphabet which they knew, scribes allowed patent inconsistencies between alphabetic letter and initial word, modified spellings, or omitted lines entirely.\(^5\)

---

\(^5\) This could however be an interpolated scribal reminiscence of Ephesians 5:19.
\(^6\) The suggestion that ρεκττοευ⊂ερειε might be a mistake for ρεκττοευ⊂ερειε at this point in the acrostich (Veder 2004:383) is puzzling, since ρεκροας is attested in ongoing use.
\(^7\) The fact that only the earliest manuscript, Sin. 262, preserves lines 10–12 without omission is a measure of the speed and extent of such corruptions, against which the relatively sophisticated syntax of the Acrostich Prayer provided only partial protection. Acrostich compositions in which each line was a discrete syntactic unit, such as the Jaroslavl’ Hymn to the Trinity or the text in the Berlin sbornik, could readily be modified under Cyrillic influence.
Nahtigal’s scepticism about \( \iota \) has gained plausibility from the discovery of early Cyrillic alphabets from Novgorod which do not include \( \iota \) (Zaliznjak 1999:558–560), and from the Sinai abecedarium, which does not have \( \iota \) either after \( \varphi \), as in some later Croatian versions of Glagolitic, or after \( \iota \), as in Cyrillic. The fact that the writer of the abecedarium himself used \( \iota \) in his annotations does not guarantee that it figured in his alphabet (pace Marti 1999:193): alphabets tend to be conservative, so may retain letters no longer in use and omit innovations (Marti 1999:189, Zaliznjak 1999:544). It is of course possible that \( \iota \) has been lost after \( \upsilon \) in the damaged final portion of the Sinai abecedarium; but the evidence for this ordering in early Glagolitic is not substantial (pace Marti 2004a:410–412). Where it is attested in Croatian Glagolitic, e.g. in the Roč abecedarium, it is correlated with, and perhaps occasioned by, the use of \( \alpha \) with the numerical value of 800: \( \alpha \) moves to the appropriate position after \( \varphi \) and \( \iota \) takes its place after \( \upsilon \) (Koch 2004:437, 446). In the Munich abecedarium a letter resembling \( \iota \) appears twice, inverted before \( \upsilon \) and upright after it; the assumption that the second instance is a distorted form of \( \iota \) is less than secure. An appeal to the Cyrillic textual tradition of Hrabrů’s treatise as evidence that \( \iota \) was ordered after \( \upsilon \) must reckon with the fact that the enigmatic sequence in the Moscow manuscript, \( \upsilon \, \iota \, \upsilon \, \mu \, \upsilon \, \alpha \), deserves serious consideration precisely because it constitutes a more difficult reading, in a scribal hand which distinguishes clearly between \( \upsilon \) and \( \iota \) (Kuev 1974:429), than the list \( \upsilon \, \iota \, \upsilon \, \mu \, \upsilon \, \upsilon \) in the related manuscript Solovki 913, where the same Cyrillic influence is at work as in the manuscripts which list \( \iota \) immediately after \( \upsilon \).

Nahtigal took a different view: he suggested that \( \upsilon \, \iota \) in Hrabrů’s treatise and the arguable second occurrence of \( \upsilon \) followed by \( \varphi \) in the Munich abecedarium constituted links between these witnesses and lines 30–31 of the Acrostich Prayer (Nahtigal 1923:148 and 1948:14). In discussing those lines he assumed that the letters for the jers would ideally have figured at this point in the acrostich, and at first he seems to have allowed the possibility that the initial words in these lines, \( \mu \eta \kappa \tau \varepsilon \gamma \upsilon \alpha \) and \( \iota \varepsilon \iota \nu \), were conventionally associated with \( \upsilon \) and \( \iota \) here and by implication in Hrabrů’s text. Later, however, he came to the conclusion that the jers could not be introduced into the acrostich in the usual way because they could not stand in initial position (Nahtigal 1942–3:65–66). He surmised that instead the jers and jery were indicated indirectly by the first syllables of three words in sequence, \( \varepsilon \lambda \kappa \rho \iota \tau \iota \mu \kappa \varepsilon \) \( \pi \kappa \tau \alpha \kappa \iota \nu \varepsilon \), i.e. that the author abandoned the acrostic structure here.\(^8\) The idea that \( \iota \) might have had an independent status and sound

\(^8\) This solution relieved him of concern over the apparent numerical discrepancy between the Acrostich Prayer and Hrabrů’s alphabet of 38 letters (Nahtigal 1923:147–149, 1948:9–10).
value in line 31 (Marti 2000:61–64, 2004:18–19) seems not to have occurred to him, no doubt because he saw this letter and as positional variants.

However, the acrostichs of the hymn-cycles invite a different inference, that in line 31 is intended to represent front jerk, in the first syllable of words starting with /jɛː/. This explanation would vindicate Nahtigal’s surmise about how the author of the Prayer contrived to include in his text letters which never occur in initial position, while conforming more nearly to the acrostich principle. If Nahtigal had had the additional evidence for jerk in line 31, he would not necessarily have concluded, as has been recently suggested (Veder 1999:76, 174), that the Glagolitic alphabet known to Konstantin of Preslav had only one jerk: both historical phonology and the usage of early Glagolitic manuscripts would have inclined him to expect two jers. But might he have been prompted at least to contemplate the possibility that in line 30 of the Acrostic Prayer and the hymn-cycles stands in the same way for back jerk, on the assumption, for which there is some manuscript support, that regionally /ʃ/ became hard at an early stage, before the loss of the jers? In that case the choice of initial words in lines 30–31 might have been motivated by the need to differentiate between letters which were very similar in form, by citing them in syllables where no confusion was possible: only front jerk could occur after /j/, and once /ʃ/ had hardened, only back jerk could follow it in pronunciation. Probably Nahtigal would have hesitated to draw this conclusion, because evidence for back jerk after /ʃ/ is found mainly in Cyrillic manuscripts which are thought to derive from East Bulgaria (Kul’bakin 1929:87–90), but are not, of course, contemporary with Konstantin of Preslav.

For while Nahtigal was not averse to conjecture, it is clear that he acknowledged and observed a number of methodological constraints on speculative reconstruction of the alphabet implicit in the Acrostich Prayer:

- there must be at least some attestations to support a conjecture;
- alphabets are likely to be more conservative than scribal practice;
- autochthonous evidence is preferable to xenographic representations of alphabets or words;
- early evidence is preferable to later, especially where Cyrillic influence is possible;
- conjectures must be consistent with Slavonic etymology and historical phonology;
- conjectures must be consistent with the linguistic information available to scribes;
- allowance must be made for the Greek basis of the Glagolitic writing system and for the need to indicate Greek pronunciation.
Nahtigal would surely have subscribed to the importance of actual attestations, the conservatism of alphabets, the greater evidential weight of autochthonous than xenographic, earlier than later sources. He was clearly alive to the possibility of Cyrillic interference. He would have taken it for granted that we are under an intellectual obligation to formulate conjectures which are consistent with our reconstructions of Slavonic etymology and historical phonology. Although the idea that we should allow for what scribes knew about their language as well as what we reconstruct (Živov 2006:142–145) has recently become more prominent than it was in Nahtigal’s day, he showed some awareness of it in his discussion of the letters ɸ, in which he also assumed that the choices which S. Cyril made in elaborating his writing system were based on his experience of Greek and his purpose of making Greek texts available in Slavonic translation.

The application of these constraints to our attempts to reconstruct the early history of Glagolitic defines the earliest recoverable stage in its development (Marti 2004a:14–15). In our projections back from the available sources we have to allow not only for a ‘Glagolitic barrier’ of distortions brought about by comprehensive transliteration into Cyrillic (Veder 2008), or for ‘reforms’ of the writing system as it migrated from one geographical area to another (Tkadlíček 1963), but also for the more wide-ranging linguistic, as well as orthographical, revision which seems to have been carried out in the course of the late ninth and early tenth centuries. We have just enough evidence, on the one hand from the Kiev and Prague Folia, on the other hand from relict West Slavonic elements, particularly in Clozianus, Marianus, the Psalterium Sinaiaticum and the Psalterium Demetrii (MacRobert 2014:183), to allow us to detect this process of revision. On that basis we can reconstruct a version of Glagolitic which could have been taken from Moravia to Bulgaria in the 880s:

ⰰ ⰱ ⰲ ⰳ ⰴ ⰵ ⰶ ⰷ ⰸ ⰺ/ⰹ ⰻ ⰼ ⰽ ⰾ ⰿ ⱀ ⱁ ⱂ ⱃ ⱄ ⱅ ⱛ ⱇ/ɸ ⱈ ⱉ ⱊ ⱌ ⱍ ⱎ ⱏ ⱐ ⱑ ⱒ ⱖ ⱓ ⱔ.

This would have been a system devised or adapted for use by people unfamiliar with Greek, for whom the distinctive pronunciation of γ as /ʝ/ before front vowels had to be indicated and who might initially have had difficulty with some alien sounds and sequences, such as /u/ and /o/, /x/ before a front vowel and perhaps initial /ps/. It followed the practice implicit in Greek orthography of the time, that consonants were represented by single letters, but that single letters, digraphs and homographs might be used to represent vowels (pace Mareš 1971:133). In the main its ordering of letters was based on functional equivalence to Greek; so on the analogy of Greek η, which indicated a separate syllable after a vocalic letter, and ι, which entered into digraphic representations of single vowels (Trubetzkoy 1968:25), ⱪ = /jĭ/, e.g. in ⱪ Ⱬ = /yjĭ/, came before Ⱬ = [i] in [ij], e.g. in ⱪ = /y/ and
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in the abbreviation ᾶᾱ. It deployed two letters for the non-initial jers, but had no need for the letter ϒ,9 because the outcomes of *sk before a front vowel and *stj could be adequately represented by ωφ, *tj by ν and *dj by σ.

This Glagolitic alphabet is consistent both with the Acrostich Prayer of Konstantin and with the hymn-cycles attributed to S. Kliment, although the evidence of their other acrostich compositions indicates that these two writers used it in different ways: S. Kliment, perhaps the elder of the two, remained more or less true to Moravian practice in the spelling ρο但是如果(ν)ςυ10 (Popov 1985:44–45), whereas Konstantin opted for Bulgarian pronunciation in the digraphs υτη xe (Popov 1985:36, Marti 2004:411). If ω was available at this stage, he seems not to have felt a need for it. In the south-east Balkans, among people more familiar with Greek, aids to grecizing pronunciation were not essential and could be gradually abandoned; perhaps Konstantin’s use of α in numerical function and the absence of a sample word with initial α in Hrabrũ’s Treatise11 mark the beginning of this process. The merger of /jĩ/ and /i/ in South Slavonic rendered the distinction between π/φ and σ opaque and gave rise, as argued above, to conventional rules for their use extrapolated from their older distribution as well, no doubt, as from their numerical values (Miklas 2003:186–187). The discrepancy between 36 letters in the early acrostich compositions and the claim of 38 in Hrabrũ’s Treatise is a difficulty only if we suppose that S. Cyril’s alphabet was handed down in a fixed, authoritative form to the next generation in Bulgaria; but such evidence as we have suggests a more fluid tradition, and Hrabrũ’s assertion may be explained either by later modifications (Vaillant 1955:11) or by his wish to demonstrate parallelism between the Glagolitic and Greek alphabets.

Further back than this we cannot go: we do not have the evidence needed to reconstruct the alphabet which S. Cyril might have devised in Thessaloniki or Constantinople and offered to the Moravians on his arrival in their country. No doubt it was based on a variety of South Slavonic; this means that it must in some respects have been at odds with West Slavonic. We do not know whether SS. Cyril and Methodius tried to impose an orthography based on their own pronunciation or made compromises with local usage in order to promote their evangelizing activity, and the possibility that a ninth-century source might be discovered which would resolve this question is remote. Tempting as it is to supplement incomplete

9 Unless perhaps as a ligature of ωφ (Vaillant 1955:28), subsequently extended in South Slav usage to the outcome of *tj as well as *sk and *stj.
10 The instances of this word spelt with xe in text (Popov 2013:183–184) are not counter-examples, as χ/ς would have been changed to xe in the process of copying.
11 The suggestion that x was represented by дѣѣние/ꙉѣѣние, corrupted to хаꙗние (Veder 1999:93) is open to the same objections as apply to conjectural дѣть/ђѣть and is inconsistent with the ordering of sample words in Hrabrũ’s list.
evidence with conjectures based on theoretical or typological considerations, it is salutory to bear in mind that there are ‘limits to what can be achieved by deductive reasoning’ and that ‘cautious, fragmentary conclusions […] must still sometimes carry greater weight’ (Auty 1963:11).
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**Povzetek: Metodološki učinki Nahtigalovih opomb o Akrostišni molitvi**

Prispevek poudarja dejstvo, da je Nahtigalova analiza Akrostišne molitve vredna ponovne refleksije v luči besedilnih virov, ki so bili na razpolago šele po Nahtigalovem času. Predvsem zaključuje, da je njegova rekonstrukcija ⱥ v 12. vrstici Molitve boljša od novejših predlogov; da je bila njegova skeptičnost glede veljave w dobro podložena; in da so bile pri njegovih drugih predlogih, čeprav manj prepričljivih, upoštevane pomembne metodološke omejitve, ki jih je treba vzeti v ozir pri vsakem poskusu, da se pride do najstarejšega stanja v razvoju glagolice, ki ga je mogoče rekonstruirati.

**Ključne besede:** Nahtigal, Akrostišna molitev, glagolska abeceda